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Abstract

To study the contribution of primate cervical interneurons (INs) to preparation and execution of normal voluntary hand movement we
investigated theiractivity and correlational linkages to muscles in monkeys performing tracking tasks. During ramp-and-hold
flexion–extension torques about the wrist most task-related spinal INs exhibited some activity during both flexion and extension, in
unexpected contrast to the strictly unidirectional activity of corticomotoneuronal (CM) cells and motoneurons. Most INs increased their
activity more in one of these two directions; response patterns in their preferred direction were typically tonic or phasic-tonic.
Spike-triggered averages of EMG detected significant features in muscle activity for many task-related INs. Premotor INs (PreM-INs)
were identified by post-spike facilitation or suppression with appropriate onset latencies after the trigger spike. Muscle fields of PreM-INs
were smaller than those of supraspinal PreM cells in cortex and red nucleus, and rarely involved reciprocal effects on antagonist muscles.
To investigate the relation of spinal INs to a repertoire ofdifferent muscle synergies, activity of INs was recorded from a macaque
performing a multidirectional wrist task. The monkey generated isometric torques in flexion/extension, radial /ulnar deviation,
pronation/supination, and executed a power grip that co-contracted wrist flexor and extensor muscles. Many INs showing task-modulated
activity had preferred directions in this multidirectional space, typically with broadly tuned activation. The role of spinal INs in
preparation for voluntary movement was revealed in monkeys performing instructed delay tasks. During the delay between a transient
visual cue and a go signal a third of the tested INs showed significant delay modulation (SDM) of firing rate relative to the pre-cue rate.
The SDM responses often differed from the INs’ responses during the subsequent active torque period. In a monkey instructed by either
visual or proprioceptive cues the delay period activity for many INs was similar in visual and perturbation trials, although other INs
exhibited different SDM for visually and proprioceptively cued trials. These results suggest that spinal INs are involved, with cortex, in
the earliest stages of movement preparation. Thesensory input to INs could be identified in transient responses to the torque pulse, which
showed two predominant patterns, consistent with inputs from cutaneous or proprioceptive receptors. We also investigated the
task-dependent modulation of neural responses to peripheral input in a monkey performing wrist flexion/extension movements in a
visually cued instructed delay task. Monosynaptic responses evoked by electrical stimulation of the superficial radial nerve through a cuff
electrode were suppressed or abolished during the dynamic movement phase. Since task-related activity of the INs increased at the same
time, the suppression was mediated by presynaptic rather than postsynaptic inhibition. These observations indicate that under normal
behavioral conditions many spinal INs have response properties comparable to those previously documented for cortical neurons in
behaving animals.
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1 . Introduction 2 . Role of INs in execution of voluntary movement

A cross-section of the spinal cord reveals a compact While classical studies have revealed much about the
version of the entire nervous system. Sensory input from inputs to spinal INs from afferent and descending path-
peripheral receptors arriving via afferent fibers dominates ways, little is known about two properties that are essential
responses of dorsal horn neurons, while the motor output is to understanding the role of INs in voluntary movements,
generated by motoneurons in the ventral horn. Between namely their response patterns during normal limb move-
input and output the intermediate layers of the spinal cord ments and their output effects on the agonist muscles.
embody complex networks that mediate variable sen- These two properties together provide significant infor-
sorimotor associations. Similarly, different areas of cere- mation about how spinal neurons normally contribute to
bral cortex are specialized for sensory, motor and associa- generation of muscle activity. To elucidate the role of
tional processing. Extensive experiments on the task-re- segmental neurons in voluntary hand movement, we used
lated activities of cortical neurons in trained monkeys movable tungsten microelectrodes to record the activity of
reveal a rich capacity for coding behavioral variables, INs in the C6-T1 spinal segments in macaques while they
including the generation of forces required to move limbs performed isometric flexion and extension torques about
in multiple directions, cue-dependent preparation for de- the wrist [36]. In the step-tracking task the monkeys
layed movements, as well as innumerable higher-order acquired and maintained flexion and extension torque
‘cognitive’ variables. In contrast, spinal cord interneurons targets, either in an alternating fashion or interspersed with
have been studied almost entirely in anesthetized, spinal or a zero-torque hold. Electromyographic (EMG) activity
decerebrate animals, typically in relation to their sensory from multiple wrist and digit flexor and extensor muscles
input and their possible role in mediating motor reflexes was recorded with multi-stranded wires implanted trans- or
(for reviews see Refs. [2,12,20]). As a result, cerebral subcutaneously.
cortex is commonly considered to be the place where Spike-triggered averages (STAs) of full-wave rectified
higher-order sensorimotor computations and cognitive EMG activity were computed to detect correlational link-
functions are processed, while spinal cord deals with ages with muscles. Interneurons that produced a significant
‘lower-order’ peripheral processing. However, spinal inter- change in averaged EMG activity beginning at a post-spike
neurons are heavily interconnected with cerebral cortex latency of$3.5 ms (calculated from the minimal latency
through numerous ascending and descending pathways. of post-stimulus effects evoked by single-pulse micros-
The possibility that these connections could involve spinal timuli delivered through the spinal recording electrode)
interneurons in some of the same behavioral roles as were classified as premotor interneurons (PreM-INs; not to
cortical neurons has remained largely unexplored. To test be confused with last-order INs that have identified
these possibilities requires examining the properties of monosynaptic connections to motoneurons [19,20,45]).
spinal interneurons in awake animals under appropriate Most PreM-INs produced either post-spike facilitation or
behavioral conditions. We here review some recent ob- post-spike suppression of EMG. The cell’s muscle field
servations indicating that spinal interneurons are involved was defined as the set of muscles exhibiting post-spike
in the preparation and execution of voluntary movements effects (after elimination of potentially redundant muscle
in ways that both resemble and contrast with cortical recordings via electrical cross-talk). Some STAs showed
neurons. changes in the level of averaged EMG activity that started
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before or near the trigger point. These early changes could restricted. Two-thirds of the PreM-INs had post-spike
be due only to synchronous activity in other PreM units effects in only one of the recorded muscles; the rest had
that fired before the triggering neuron and were termed larger muscle fields. The PreM-INs with divergent post-
synchrony effects. spike effects in more than one muscle typically affected

Fig. 1 shows the response averages and STAs for an either flexor or extensor muscles, but not both.
excitatory PreM-IN, estimated to reside in the intermediate
zone of the caudal C8 segment. This PreM-IN discharged 2 .1. Response patterns of spinal interneurons
tonically during static torques in both directions, with a
higher rate during flexion, as shown by the response The effect of a PreM-IN on its target muscles would
average (left). This neuron produced post-spike facilitation have the polarity of its post-spike effects and be propor-
(PSF) in both the pronator teres (PT) and flexor carpi tional to its instantaneous firing rate. Most of the PreM-INs
ulnaris (FCU) muscle (middle). A schematic of the most showed tonic or phasic-tonic activity associated with the
direct mediating circuit shows how post-spike effects on a ramp-and-hold torque trajectory in their preferred direc-
target motor unit are related to conduction times and firing tion. Fig. 3 summarizes the responses of four classes of
probability (right). Of the PreM-INs, 82% showed PSF of spinal neurons: PreM-INs, INs with synchrony effects in
target muscles, either in isolation (as in Fig. 1) or STAs (Sy-IN), INs with no effects in STAs (U-IN) and
superimposed on synchrony facilitation [36]. motoneurons (MN). Interestingly, the relative proportions

Fig. 2 shows a PreM-IN in segment C6 whose activity of response patterns were generally similar among the
increased during active extension (Fig. 2B). The firing rate three groups of interneurons, indicating no clear preferen-
during the static hold increased in proportion to the tial patterns for those with functional linkages to muscles.
extension torque (Fig. 2C). This IN had no post-spike The table also summarizes the firing patterns of other
effect on any extensor muscles, but produced post-spike PreM cells in their preferred direction, namely cor-
suppression of a flexor (Fig. 2A). Such properties could be ticomotoneuronal (CM) and rubromotoneuronal (RM)
expected of Ia inhibitory interneurons, whose firing would cells and dorsal root ganglion afferents with post-spike
suppress antagonist muscle activity in proportion to agonist effects (DRG). All populations included phasic, tonic and
activity [2,15,20,21,34]. This example illustrates the ad- phasic-tonic cells, in varying proportions. The tonic com-
vantage of combining information about the output effect ponent of these responses was generally an increasing
on muscles with firing rate for inferring the functional function of active torque in all groups tested.
contribution to movement. While the neural populations showed similarities in the

Post-spike and synchrony effects of INs were about types of response patterns in the cells’ preferred directions,
twice as common in flexor muscles as in extensors. The they differed in the degree to which they were active in the
number of muscles affected by PreM-INs was relatively non-preferred direction. CM cells, afferent PreM fibers and

Fig. 1. Response averages and STAs of a facilitatory PreM-IN located in caudal C8. (A) The average activity of the neuron during flexion torques is shown
above the average torque trajectory (positive torque is flexion, negative torque is extension) and average responses of three independently recorded
co-active muscles. This neuron exhibited tonic firing during static torques in both directions, with higher rates for flexion. (B) The STAs show the
triggering action potential (top) and average of rectified EMG in the three muscles. Two muscles (asterisks) had significant post-spike effects. (C) Diagram
of monosynaptic circuit from PreM-IN and post-spike firing probabilities of a fast motoneuron (MN) and its peripheral motor unit (MU);uEMGu represents
increase in average rectified EMG, called post-spike facilitation. (From Ref. [36])
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Fig. 2. Inhibitory PreM-IN that produced post-spike suppression of EMG in flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and no effect in extensor muscles (e.g. EDC,
shown) in STAs (A). (B) Response averages show increased activity of IN during extension (left), and low level of activity during flexion (right). (C)
Firing rate of IN during static hold was an increasing function of extensor torque. (From Ref. [27])

motor units were strictly unidirectionally active, firing for relations: they showed some degree of incongruent activi-
either flexion or extension, not both. In contrast, three ty, in which the post-spike effect would seem counter-
quarters of the INs were activated in both movement productive. The circled numbers indicate INs that had
directions, as well as at rest. Most task-related INs were post-spike effects that were partially consistent with their
more active during movements in their preferred direction, activation, for example, those that facilitated agonist
but also exhibited some activity during movement in the muscles, but were also active during antagonist muscle
opposite direction. In that sense, most INs resembled RM activity (Fig. 1). The cells denoted by triangles had
cells, all of which were bidirectionally active. paradoxical relations. For example, some inhibitory INs

A basic functional question concerns the relationship were recruited with the muscles whose activity they
between the post-spike output effects of a PreM-IN and its inhibited, a pattern expected for Renshaw cells. A few
response patterns relative to its target muscles. These PreM-INs had a steady discharge rate that was not
relations are tabulated in Fig. 4, which shows the types of modulated during alternating flexion and extension tor-
post-spike effects in ‘agonist’ muscles, activated in the ques, similar to the previously discovered unmodulated
cell’s preferred direction, and in the ‘antagonist’ muscles. RM cells [28,29].
For some PreM-INs this relationship was totally congruent:
the post-spike effects and activation patterns are func-
tionally completely consistent with simple reciprocal con- 2 .2. Contrasting contributions of cortical and spinal
trol of flexion/extension movements. In Fig. 4 this would PreM neurons to voluntary movement
be the 24 PreM-INs that facilitated agonist muscles and
fired only when these muscles were active (indicated by The differences in the response properties and projection
the square). All the other PreM-INs had more complex patterns of CM cells and PreM-INs suggest corresponding
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Fig. 3. Summary of response patterns in the preferred direction for different populations of neurons during generation of flexion and extension torques at
the wrist. Examples of each pattern are illustrated on the left, and schematic of populations on the right. Proportions are given for corticomotoneuronal
(CM) [7,8] and rubromotoneuronal cells (RM) [29], premotor afferents in dorsal root ganglia (DRG) [14], spinal premotor interneurons (PreM-IN), spinal
unidentified interneurons (U-IN), spinal interneurons with synchrony effects (Sy-IN) and motoneurons (MU; combined data from motor units [35] and
motoneurons [27]). Unmodulated U-INs are not included because their proportion could be made arbitrarily large.

differences in their contributions to reciprocal wrist move- tic with the current role of the motoneuron in voluntary
ments. The muscle fields of CM cells were larger, and movement.
more often involved reciprocal inhibition of antagonists of
the facilitated target muscles [6,11,23,26], indicating that
CM cell activity tends to produce a coordinated activation 3 . Responses of INs during multidirectional hand
of muscle groups. In contrast, PreM-INs tend to facilitate movements
or suppress single or small sets of synergistic muscles. On
the other hand, the activation of CM cells was more One-dimensional alternating wrist movements are fine
specific: CM cells fired with flexion or extension, but not for answering questions about the coding of dynamic
both, whereas most spinal INs were bidirectionally active. movements and static forces, but they cannot address
This suggests that CM cells are activated under relatively neural mechanisms controlling multidirectional move-
particular movement conditions, while spinal PreM-INs are ments. For example, a basic question about PreM cells that
recruited more generally, with excitatory and inhibitory have divergent effects on two muscles that are synergistic
INs largely coactivated. Thus CM cells represent more in one movement is whether and how these cells are
explicitly a pattern of coordinated muscle activity, while activated when their target muscles become antagonists.
spinal INs tend to be more ubiquitously active during a To investigate the relation of spinal INs to a repertoire of
variety of movements, including those in which their movements involvingdifferent muscle synergies, the ac-
post-spike effects would be inappropriate. Seen from the tivity of C7–C8 INs was recorded from a macaque
point of view of single motoneurons, the segmental INs performing a multidirectional target tracking task. This
provide continuously superimposed excitatory and inhib- monkey generated isometric torques in flexion/extension
itory synaptic input, although the relative balance shifts in (FE), radial /ulnar deviation (RU) and pronation/supina-
accordance with the need to activate or suppress the tion (PS), and executed a power grip (G) that co-con-
motoneuron during a movement. In contrast, the direct tracted wrist flexor and extensor muscles. These forces
corticospinal input from CM cells is more strictly synergis- controlled the location, orientation and size of a square
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Fig. 4. Relation between movement modulation and post-spike effects of PreM-INs. The neuron’s ‘agonist’ muscles are those active in the cell’s preferred
direction (the torque direction for which the neuron has the largest increase in activity). Columns indicate numbers of INs that produced post-spike
facilitation (Fac), suppression (Sup), or cofacilitation (Co) effects in muscles (dashes denote effects undetectable by spike-triggered averaging; agonist and
antagonist muscles are undefined for unmodulated neurons). Symbols indicate whether the relation between response pattern and post-spike effects are
entirely consistent (square), partially consistent (circle) or inconsistent (triangle). (From Ref. [36])

cursor, which the monkey matched to a target box. Fig. 5 curve of this IN in FE-RU space overlapped the narrower
illustrates the responses of a cervical IN as the monkey curve of its target muscle, although their preferred direc-
exerted torques in these different directions. To document tions differed by 458. It will be interesting to compare the
spatial tuning, the change in average firing rate during the tuning curves of additional excitatory as well as inhibitory
static torque period relative to rest was defined as the PreM-INs with those of their target muscles.
response magnitude for each direction. Of the INs showing
task-modulated activity (n527), about half had preferred
directions in the FE-RU space, with cosine-tuned activa- 4 . Involvement of INs in motor preparation
tion, and another quarter were broadly tuned for FE-RU.
Preferred directions were distributed throughout the FE- To document the role of spinal INs inpreparation for
RU space, but significantly more vectors had radial than voluntary movement we trained monkeys to perform
ulnar components. Most INs with FE-RU responses were instructed delay tasks [37,38]. Two monkeys performed
also modulated strongly during PS and/or G. The tuning isometric wrist flexion or extension after a visually cued
of the INs tended to be broader than the tuning of forearm delay period. The components of the delay task and the
muscle EMG and almost all INs were active in the absence responses of a modulated IN are illustrated in Fig. 6.
of wrist EMG. Few INs were inhibited for FE-RU or PS During such delay periods between a transient cue instruct-
directions opposite their preferred directions. In fact, many ing the correct target and a subsequent go signal many
INs exhibited increased firing for both preferred and non- cortical neurons have been shown to change their activity
preferred torques relative to rest. These results suggest that as the monkey prepares for the upcoming movement
INs share some properties of spatial tuning with motor [1,24,43,44,49]. Of all the tested INs about one third
cortical neurons related to movements of the arm [16] showed modulation of firing rate during the delay period
(Schwartz et al., 1988) and the wrist [22]. However, the following the visual cue, relative to the pre-cue rate. These
tuning of wrist-related cortical cells under our repertoire of changes occurred in the absence of any somatosensory
responses remains to be further documented. input or motor output. The significant delay modulations

Unlike previous studies of directional tuning of cortical (SDM) often differed from the INs’ responses during the
neurons whose projections were unknown, spike-triggered subsequent active torque period and were not accompanied
averages could identify the target muscles of PreM cells. by any EMG activity (Fig. 6). Delay modulations occur-
One of the INs was a PreM-IN, which facilitated a single ring during correct trials were usually absent in trials in
target muscle, flexor carpi radialis (Fig. 5). The tuning which the monkey made directional errors. Many INs with
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Fig. 5. Spatial tuning of activity of an excitatory PreM-IN and its facilitated target muscle (FCR) for multidirectional wrist movements. Polar plots give
normalized response gains of the IN (labelled PreM-IN) and target muscle EMG (FCR) for different directions of torque generated about the wrist.
Response gain was computed as the difference between the mean firing rate of rectified EMG level during the last second of the static hold in target and the
baseline period at rest (zero torque), divided by the baseline value. Upper plots show response gain for combinations of flexion–extension and radial–ulnar
deviation. Lower plot shows gains for pronation, supination and power grip. Response gains of IN and FCR were normalized separately to their maximum
values (radial deviation for IN and flexion for FCR). Histograms show average firing rate of IN for ramp-and-hold torques in the corresponding directions,
aligned on movement onset (time50).

SDM showed changes in firing during the delay period tive cues to perform delayed wrist movements against an
with the same polarity (increase or decrease) as the cell’s elastic load. The proprioceptive cue was a brief wrist
activity during the active hold period. This is consistent perturbation whose direction and amplitude indicated the
with a subthreshold preparation for the subsequent move- target of the subsequent movement. Excluding any brief
ment, involving priming of INs in the direction they must response to the perturbation, the delay period activity for
fire during movement execution. However this was not the many INs was similar in visual and perturbation trials,
case for the majority of INs. Two-thirds of all INs consistent with motor preparation that is independent of
modulated during movement had no SDM, and a few INs the cue modality. Fig. 7 illustrates the responses of such a
showed changes specifically in the delay period, but not cervical IN that showed an increase in delay period activity
during movement. Of the INs that showed changes in both, for both flexion and extension, as well as for both types of
firing rates during the delay and torque periods were instruction cues. This IN also fired phasically with active
modulated with the opposite polarity for 39% of INs with movements in either direction. Some INs exhibited differ-
SDM. About two-thirds of the SDM were inhibitory, ent SDM in the visual trials and the perturbation trials; this
suggesting a global suppression of spinal activity during may be due to different descending commands or differ-
the delay, preventing the overt expression of the move- ences in sustained peripheral inputs triggered by the
ment. proprioceptive cue. Cue-dependent preparatory activity has

To test the dependence of SDM on cue modality, a third also been observed in premotor cortical areas [25,49] and
monkey was instructed by transient visual or propriocep- in somatosensory cortex [33].
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Fig. 6. Activity of spinal IN during instructed delay task. Components of the behavioral task are schematically illustrated at bottom. Filled circlerepresents
a cursor whose position is controlled by the monkey’s wrist torque; squares represent targets. The instructed delay period begins with a transient visual cue
(right target filled for 500 ms) and ends with a go signal (extinguishing of center hold target). Middle traces show activity of flexor digitorum sublimis
(FDS) and extensor digitorum 4 and 5 (ED45) muscles and the IN, and isometric torque about the wrist. Top section shows responses during successive
extension trials, aligned on cue onset (at time 0). From top down, peristimulus histogram (PSTH) of IN firing rate, rasters of IN spikes in successive trials,
and torque trajectories. (Adapted from Ref. [38])
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Fig. 7. Spinal IN that showed increases in activity during the instructed delay period for both proprioceptive cues (top) and visual cues (bottom). This
increased SDM occurred for both flexion trials (left) and extension trials (right). This unit also responded briefly to the extension component of the
perturbation. Each quadrant shows, from top down: histogram of IN firing rate aligned on cue onset, rasters of IN spikes in successive trials, and
superimposed traces of torque trajectories. Rasters also indicate time of cue (red or blue triangles) and time of go signal (blue diamonds).

These results suggest that spinal INs are involved, with 5 . Sensory input to spinal INs
cortex, in the earliest stages of movement preparation
instructed by various cue modalities. The instructed delay The above studies documented the response properties
period activity at segmental levels resembles that docu- and output effects of segmental interneurons during vol-
mented in motor cortical areas, indicating a widely distrib- untary motor responses but could not identify these INs
uted network for movement preparation, mediated by according to criteria traditionally used in acute experi-
descending and ascending pathways between cortex andments. This is due in part to practical difficulties in
spinal cord. removing the arm and hand from the manipulandum and
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testing responses to passive natural stimulation while short-latency sensory responses in many INs that revealed
continuing to maintain unit isolation. Our ability to evoke two major groups of INs (Fig. 8) [39]. Some INs gave
reflex responses in awake monkeys was also limited by the bidirectional excitatory responses at the onset and offset of
need to avoid aversive stimuli. Nevertheless, the perturba- the perturbation pulses, consistent with cutaneous inputs
tions used for instructional cues often evoked characteristic (Fig. 8A). These INs often fired transiently and bidirection-

Fig. 8. Sensory responses of two spinal INs to brief perturbations of wrist. (Top) Cell 1 responded with bursts at both onset and offset of both flexion
perturbations (left) and extension perturbations (right). (Bottom) Cell 2 showed biphasic responses, i.e. suppression with flexion component and excitation
with extension component of both flexion and extension pulses. These represent the two largest classes of torque pulse responses, possibly corresponding to
INs with cutaneous input (top) and proprioceptive input (bottom). Displays show, from top to bottom, peristimulus response histogram, rasters of unit
responses in successive trials (triangle is pulse onset), and superimposed torque pulses, with flexion up.
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ally with active movements, a pattern also seen in the cal stimulation of nerves [5,9]. This allowed us to investi-
responses of somatosensory cortex cells with identified gate thetask-dependent modulation of neural responses to
cutaneous fields [42]. Other INs exhibited biphasic re- peripheral input. In a monkey performing wrist flexion/
sponses to the perturbation pulses, being activated by the extension movements in a visually cued instructed delay
flexion component and inhibited by the extension com- task, responses were evoked by electrical stimulation of
ponent, or vice versa (Fig. 8B). Such biphasic responses the cutaneous superficial radial (SR) nerve through a cuff
are consistent with proprioceptive input from muscle or electrode (2.661.53threshold for an afferent volley). SR
joint receptors, and were characteristic of cortical neurons stimulation produced excitatory responses in many INs,
that responded to passive joint movement [13,42]. These sometimes at monosynaptic latencies from the afferent
INs tended to more often exhibit sustained activity during cord dorsum volley (,1.5 ms). Post-stimulus histograms
the active hold in their preferred direction, and to show were compiled separately for different phases of the task,
SDM. Their preferred direction during active movements such as the intertrial rest, instructed delay, dynamic
was usually opposite to the direction of the effective movement and active hold periods. These revealed that the
passive stimulus, a relationship commonly seen in motor SR-evoked responses were typically suppressed or
cortex as well [13,31]. abolished during the dynamic phase of active movement

(Fig. 9). Monosynaptic excitation from the SR was sup-
pressed at the same time that task-related activity of many

6 . Modulation of sensory input during movement INs increased, indicating that the suppression was me-
diated by presynaptic rather than postsynaptic inhibition.

Although electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves at The amplitudes of monosynaptic field potentials were also
high intensity (up to seven times threshold) is precluded in reduced during the dynamic movement period. Preliminary
awake monkeys, they readily tolerate low intensity electri- evidence from antidromic volleys in the nerve cuff evoked

Fig. 9. Modulation of monosynaptic response of IN to electrical stimulation of superficial radial nerve during performance of instructed delay task.
Histograms show responses to electrical stimulation of nerve cuff compiled during task periods schematized at bottom: rest prior to cue (R), dynamicactive
movement (M) and static hold (H). Top trace shows cord dorsum potential (CDP), indicating time of stimulus (S) and afferent volley (V). Short latency of
histogram peak after afferent volley indicates a monosynaptic response. Response is reduced during Move and Hold. Probability gives spikes per stimulus
per bin.
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by intraspinal stimulation suggests that the excitability of ‘cognitive’ functions represented in cortical areas project-
ing to spinal levels [10,18,32]. For example, the ‘approach’SR afferents increased transiently during the dynamic
responses to objects moving toward the body have beenmovement, consistent with primary afferent depolarization
seen in motor cortical neurons [48], including an identified[46]. Altogether, these results indicate that presynaptic
pyramidal tract neuron [13]. Also, the responses of corticalinhibition of cutaneous input increases significantly during
‘mirror’ neurons to observed movements performed bythe dynamic phase of active movement.
others [40] can also have effects at spinal levels: in human
subjects passively watching the performance of grasping
movements the H-reflex in the agonist muscles was7 . Behavioral functions of spinal INs
suppressed [3]. If motoneurons can exhibit such changes in
excitability to observed movements, one can anticipateThe observations reviewed here suggest that under
similar effects in INs. If these and other ‘cognitive’normal behavioral conditions many spinal INs have re-
representations previously documented in cortical areas aresponse properties similar to those previously documented
found to involve spinal INs, our ideas about spinal cordfor cortical neurons in behaving animals. The similarities
functions and the extent of distributed representations willand differences can be summarized as follows.
be considerably expanded.Cortical and spinal PreM neurons exhibit similar re-

sponse patterns during ramp-and-hold wrist movements,
and the activity of both groups is an increasing function of
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